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Everyone Is Getting “Hooked” on the Skull Hooker® 

 
KLAMATH FALLS, Ore. — Prestigiously showcasing your prized hunting trophies no 
longer requires lengthy time at the taxidermist or a costly loan from the bank. 
Skull Hooker has revolutionized the way hunters can display their European skull-mount 
trophies with its affordable, stylish and easy do-it-yourself bracket system. No matter 
what your trophy may be, from roe deer and chamois to Cape buffalo the Skull Hooker’s 
patented Little Hooker® and Big Hooker® mounting solutions have you covered. 
 
The Little Hooker skull hanger is designed specifically for small to mid-sized skulls 
including, all deer species, boar, mouflon, chamois, Ibex, Tur, bear, cats, and exotic 
medium-size game such as antelope, gazelle, impala and others. The Big Hooker holds 
large to extra-large sized skulls including, red stag, bear, elk, bison, moose, caribou, 
grizzly/brown/polar bears, and other exotic larger game such as kudu, giraffe, wildebeest, 
oryx and Cape buffalo. Either one can be assembled in a matter of minutes with no 
permanent alterations to your skull. Simply attach the wall plaque to a wall stud with the 
supplied screws, insert the mounting arm studs into the wall-plaque’s pivot rings, attach 
the prong to the mounting arm in any one of 12 adjustment angles, lower the skull onto 
the center prong—the Big Hooker comes with a second prong for extra-large skulls— 



through the spinal opening, and you’re finished. Adjustments and changes to the angle 
can be made at any time. 
 
Each Skull Hooker mount is constructed of heavy-gauge steel, rustically powder coated 
in 
either Robust Brown or Graphite Black for a simple yet stylish display of your trophy. The 
Little Hooker and Big Hooker are available at retailers nationwide or conveniently online 
at www.skullhooker.com for suggested retail prices of $34.99 and $59.99 USD, 
respectively. 
 
Show off your trophies and save some money with the Little Hooker and Big Hooker from 
Skull Hooker. 
 
Founded in 2009, Skull Hooker was the first company to offer professionally crafted and 
fully adjustable European-style skull-mounting brackets that naturally showcase trophy 
animals in an elegant manner. The Skull Hooker wall-mounting system for European 
mounts is available in two sizes to accommodate most species horns and antlers: the Big 
Hooker and the Little Hooker. The Table Hooker showcases small to medium animals on 
a table, desk or shelf. The Bone Bracket and Skull Cap are available for smaller- to 
medium-sized skull-capped game species. For more information on Skull Hooker and its 
products contact: Skull Hooker, P.O. Box 257, Klamath Falls, OR 97601; call 541-887-
8622; or visit www.skullhooker.com. Visit Skull Hooker on Facebook at 
www.facebook.com/SkullHooker.  

 
* High-resolution product images and company logo are available on the Hunter Outdoor 
Communications website at www.hunteroc.com/2015/SkullHooker_PR1.html or upon 

request by Kimi@hunteroc.com. 


